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Abstract 
Non-commutative Poisson algebras are the algebras having an associative algebra structure 
and a Lie algebra structure together with the Leibniz law. For finite-dimensional ones we show 
that if they are semisimple as associative algebras then they are standard, on the other hand, if 
they are semisimple as Lie algebras then their associative products are trivial. We also give the 
descriptions of the structures of finite-dimensional non-commutative Poisson algebras whose Lie 
structures are reductive. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 17B60, 16W25 
0. Introduction 
The deformation theory of algebras was introduced by Gerstenhaber in a series of 
papers [2-61. It has subsequently been extended by Gerstenhaber and Schack to con- 
travariant functors from a small category to algebras (which includes the formal aspects 
of, e.g., the deformation theory of complex manifolds) [7], and to bialgebras and Hopf 
algebras [8]. Most recently, it has been applied by Flato et al. [l] to algebras which 
carry both an associative and a Lie structure with the Lie bracket acting as derivations 
of the associative structure, e.g., Poisson algebras (where the associative multiplica- 
tion is commutative). They consider a pair (A,L) consisting of an associative algebra 
A, a Lie algebra L, together with a Lie morphism p from L into the Lie algebra of 
derivations of A; note that L need not be identical as a vector space with A. They call 
this a “Leibniz pair” and consider the problem of simultaneously deforming the triple 
consisting of the associative structure, the Lie structure, and the morphism p. It can 
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happen that L is identical with A. When this is so, one has non-commutative Poisson 
algebras. 
While the most interesting examples of non-commutative Poisson algebras A are 
probably the infinite-dimensional ones, we have asked the question of what possi- 
bilities are allowed when A is finite dimensional over a field of characteristic zero 
which, for simplicity, we may even take to be the complex numbers. Now starting 
with any associative algebra A, one can always construct a non-commutative Pois- 
son algebra the Lie multiplication in which we denote by { -, -}, by taking the Lie 
product to be the ordinary associative commutator, i-e, by setting {a,b} = [a,b] := 
ab - ba. More generally, one can take a multiple (possibly zero) of the associative 
commutator, {a, b} = p[u,b]. If A is a direct sum of subalgebras Al,. . .,A,, then 
one can even take different pi, i = 1,. . . , Y on each of the components. A finite- 
dimensional non-commutative algebra obtained in this way will be called standard 
or be said to have a standard structure. With this terminology, one of our results 
is 
Theorem 1. Non-commutative Poisson algebra structures on either the full algebra 
M,,(k) of n x n matrices or the subalgebra T,,(k) of all upper triangular matrices over 
a field k of characteristic zero must be standard. Moreover, they are multiples of the 
associative commutators. 
The proof is computational and not difficult. Some extension of the result may be 
possible, e.g., to “triangular algebras” in the sense of Gerstenhaber and Schack [7]. 
When a subalgebra A of M,(k) contains all the diagonal matrices, hence, in particular, 
all eii, i = 1,. . . ,n (where eij is the matrix with 1 in the (i,j)th place and 0 elsewhere), 
A is spanned by those eij which it contains. For if an a in A has the form u = c lZijeq 
then eiiaejj = J.ijeu, SO if 2, # 0 then eij E A. NOW define a poset I = Z(A) by setting 
i < j if eij E A, and let 7 be the poset (without loops) determined by reducing I 
modulo the equivalence relation defined by the loops, i.e., by identifying to a single 
element any i and j for which both i + j and j + i (hence identifying any il, iz, . . . , i, 
whenever il 4 iz 4 ... + i,). Let C = C(A) be the nerve of f(A). This is a finite 
simplicial complex. Then we have 
Theorem 2. Let A be a subalgebra of M,,(k) (n > 3) contains all the diagonal ma- 
trices, eii, i = 1,. . . ,n, and C = Z(A) the simplicial complex associated to A. Suppose 
that any connected component of C has the property that for any pair of 1 -faces there 
exists a polygon which has these two l-faces us its edges. Then any non-commutative 
Poisson algebra structure on A must be standard. 
Note that when A = M,(k) (resp. A = T,(k)), we take the integers { 1,. . . ,n} in 
their usual order for poset T(A) (resp. I(A)). Then the simplicial complex associated 
to both of these algebras is just the (n - 1 )-simplex. 
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1. Non-commutative Poisson algebras 
From now on the basic field k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, 
for simplicity, we may even take to be the complex numbers. If a vector space A over 
k has an associative algebra product * and a Lie product {-, -} satisfying the Leibniz 
law; {a*b,c} = {a,c}*b+ a * {b, c} for all a, b,c E A, we may call such an A a 
non-commutative Poisson algebra and denote this A by (A, *, { -, -}). 
The simplest examples of non-commutative Poisson algebras (A, *, { -, -}) are those 
of A with an arbitrary associative product * and {A,A} = 0, and those of A with 
A *A = 0 and an arbitrary Lie product { -, -}. Th e most important examples of finite- 
dimensional non-commutative Poisson algebras are the n x n full matrix algebra M,(k). 
Let A be an associative algebra with a product *. We define a Lie product [-, -];I on 
A for p E k by 
[X,Yl;, = P@*Y-Y*n) 
for x, y E A. Then (A, *, [-, -1;) is a non-commutative Poisson algebra. 
Lemma 3. Let (A, *, {-, -}) b e a non-commutative Poisson algebra over k. If A is 
{ -, -)-semisimple and *&potent, then A *A = 0. 
Proof. If A is {-,-}-simple, our assertion follows immediately from the fact that 
A*A is a {-,-}-ideal ofA and A*A <A. 
For the semisimple case, decompose A into the direct sum A = Al @. . +$A, of simple 
{ -, -}-ideals Ai and let r 2 2. For a subspace H of A we denote by Z(A, H, { -, -}) = 
{z E AJ{H,z} = 0). It follows from the Leibniz law that Z(A,H,{-,-}) is a *- 
subalgebra of A. Since Ai = Z(A,Al f!B . . . $ ai cl3 + . . 69 A,, { -, -}) where A over an 
argument means that this argument is omitted, Ai is a *-subalgebra of A and {-, -}- 
simple. Hence, Ai * Ai = 0 by the first paragraph. Let 1 5 i # j 5 r. Then Ai @ Aj is 
a *-subalgebra of A. In particular, Ai * Aj E Ai @ Aj. Since Ai * Aj is a { -, -}-ideal of 
A, Ai * Aj is possibly O,Ai,Aj,or Ai $ Aj. If Ai * Aj = Ai @ Aj, then 0 = Ai * (Aj * Aj) = 
(Ai * Aj) * Aj = Ai * Aj, a contradiction. Such arguments shows Ai * Aj = 0. 0 
We consider the non-commutative Poisson algebra (A, *, { -, -}) which is a direct 
sum A = S @ kz of a finite-dimensional {-, -}-simple ideal S and the center kz of 
Lie algebra A, that is, kz = {CZ E Al{a,A} = 0). We may allow z to be zero. If such a 
non-commutative Poisson algebra A is *-nilpotent, we call A a basic nilpotent algebra, 
denoting this algebra A by N(S,z). 
Theorem 4. Let N(S,z) be a basic nilpotent algebra over k, H a Cartan subalgebra 
of S and Q, the root system relative to H. Then we can choose the vectors tar in H 
and x, in the root spaces S, corresponding to c( E @ such that 
{&, x-a} = tm, xa *x-a = z, ta * tp = (t,, tp)z, 
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(a, j? E @) and the other *-product are all zero. Here the bilinear form (-, -) is the 
restriction of the Killing form on S to H. 
Proof. Since S * z = {S * z, S} c(A, S) c S, and S * z is obviously a { -, -}-ideal of 
A, S * z = 0 or S. If S * z = S, then S = S * z” for any n. This contradicts to the 
*-nilpotency of A. Hence, S * z = 0 and kz is a non-commutative Poisson ideal (i.e. 
simultaneously a *-ideal and a { -, -}-ideal) of A. Applying Lemma 3 for the algebra 
(A/h, *, {-, -)), we have S*SCkz. 
Leta,BE~andcc+B#O.SinceH*S,~k,O=(H,H*S,}=H*{H,S,}= 
H * S,, so that 0 = {S&H * Sb} = S, * Sp + H * S,+p = S, * Sp. We choose ta E H 
for CI E @ such that (ta, h) = u(h) for h f H. We put h, = [2/(a,cr)]&. Following 
[9 Proposition 25.21 we can choose n, E S, so that {x,,x_,} = h,, if a,fi, a + p E @ 
then {xX,q} = C,,gxcc+b and C,,p = -Cs_p, further, if /? - rg,. . . , /? + qa is the a- 
string through fi, then C,,$ = q(r + l)[(a + b, tl+ p)/(/?, /?)I. We also have the formula 
{x_~, {xa,xp}} = q(r + 1 )xp [9 Lemma 25.21. If we denote by y, = ,,/‘mE, then 
{YmY-a} = t. 
Let A = {al,..., al} be a system of simple roots of @. We put z = ycc, * y_,, . We 
shall prove that y,*y_, = z for any a E @. Applying the Leibniz law to {x,, h*x_,) = 
O,{X~,X_~ * h} = 0 and {~_~,h*x,} = 0 (h E H), we have X,*X_, = x-,*x,, h* h, = 
h, *h and h *h, = a(h)x, *x_,. To prove our claim it is enough to show ya * y_@ = z 
for a E @+ (the set of all positive roots) by the first formula given just above. It 
follows from the last two formulas that (p,/?)xs *x-p = (a,a)xE *x_, if (a,b) # 0. 
Let aj E A and take a chain of simple roots aj,, . . . , ajs such that aI = aj,, (aj, , ajz ) # 
, . . . ,(~j~_,,aj ) 
yxr,ar&, *xl 
# 0,0lj, = aj. This connected chain gives US that (aj,aj)x,, *x-,, = 
(I,. Hence, Y, * Y-, = [(aj,aj)Pl&,. *X-q = C(aI,at VW, *Jk, = 
Yor, * Y-U, = z. This shows our claim for the simple roots, For a E @+, we denote 
by (al the height of a, so that if a = Cniai, then Jai = Cq_ We shall prove 
y, * y-a = z for a E @+ by induction on Ial. If Ia( = 1, then a E A, so we 
have done just above. Assume true for y E @+ with ]yI < Iaj. We can write a = 
y + ai for some y E @+ with lyl < Ial and ai E A. If y - rai,. . .,y + q&i is the 
@i-string through y, then {xa,, {x_cci,x-y}} = q(r + 1)x_,. Since xy * x_, = 0 because 
of y - a # 0, we have 0 = {xcl,,xy *x_,} = {x,,,xy} *x_, + xy * {x,l,x-,i} = 
Ca,,yxU *x-, + C-~i~-+7 * -&, {xG(i,x-y}] = Ca,Jxa * x-, - [q(r + 1 )/C,&Jxy * +I. 
Therefore y, * Y+ = [(a, a)/2]xa * x+ = yr * y-Y = z. This completes our induction. 
It is easy to see that ta * tb = (a, p)z. Cl 
We can extend this result to some nilpotent associative algebras. 
Corollary 5. Let (A, *, { -, -}) be a $nite-dimensional non-commutative Poisson al- 
gebra such that A = S @ R where S is {-,-)-simple and R is the center of a Lie 
algebra A with the Lie product { -, -}. If A is *-nilpotent, then (1) S *R = R * S = 0; 
hence R is a non-commutative Poisson ideal of A, and (2) there exists a z E R such 
that S @ Irz is a basic nilpotent algebra N(S,z) and A *z = z *A = 0. 
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Proof. We shall only prove A*z = z*A = 0. Assume z # 0. Then kz*R = (S*S)*R = 
S*(S*R)=Oandhencekz*SCR*S=Oby(l). 17 
2. Non-commutative Poisson algebra structures on *-semisimple associative algebras 
In this section, we shall give the complete descriptions of non-commutative 
Poisson algebra structures on finite-dimensional *-semisimple associative algebras. 
Let (A, *, {-, -}) be a finite-dimensional non-commutative Poisson algebra of 
*-semisimple. 
Proposition 6. Let (A, *, { -, -}) be a finite-dimensional non-commutative Poisson al- 
gebra of *-simple. Then there exists a p E k such that {-, -} = [-, -1; on A. When 
p # 0, {A,A} is { -, -}-simple and {A,A} * {A,A} = A. 
Proof. Let E = EA(A) be the associative ring of all left A-endomorphisms of A with 
the usual composition product o of the maps, and 4 : E + A the anti-isomorphism 
defined by 4(f) = f( 1) for f E E. We regard E a Lie algebra by {f, g} = 
&‘({4(f),4(g))) (f,s E R). Thus, 4({f,s]) = {4(_04(g)] and {kf 0 g] = 
{h, f} o g + f o {h, g} for f, g, h E E. Hence, (E, o, { -, -}) is a non-commutative Pois- 
son algebra. If [f, g]” = f o g - g of, then $([f, g]“) = -[&f), 4(g)]*. If we could 
find a p E k such that {-, -} = p[-, -1” on E, then we would have, for a, b E A, 
{a,b} = &({4-‘(a),&‘(b)}) = q5(p[4-1(a),4-‘(b)]0) = -p[a,b]*. Hence, it is 
sufficient to prove this proposition for E = EA(A). Since k is algebraically closed, we 
can write E = M,(k) for some n. Our assertion follows from Theorem 1. When p # 0, 
S = {E, E} is obviously { -, -}-simple. Through 4 : (E, o, { -, -}) -+ (A, *, { -, -}), 
we have {A,A} * {A,A} = 4(S) * 4(S) = q5(S o S) = b(E) = A. 0 
Theorem 7. Non-commutative Poisson algebra structures on finite-dimensional semi- 
simple associative algebras must be standard. Precisely, let (A,*,(-,-)) be ajinite- 
dimensional non-commutative Poisson algebra of *-semisimple, and decompose A
into A = A1 CD . . . @ A, a *-direct sum of simple *-algebras Ai. Then there exist 
PI,..., pr E k such that A is decomposed into (A,*, {-, -}) = (A,,*,[-,-];I) x 
. . . x (A,, *, [-, -1;) a direct sum of non-commutative Poisson algebras (i.e. simul- 
taneously a *-direct sum and a {-, -}-direct sum). 
Proof. We shall prove that each Ai is a {-, -}-ideal of A. Then the theorem follows 
from Proposition 6. For each i, put Si = [Ai,Ai]* (= {a * b - b * a ) a, b E Ai}). By 
{Si,A} = {[Ai,Ai]*,A} C[{Ai,A},Ai]* c[A,Ai]* CSi, Si is a {-,-}-ideal of A. so is 
Ai = Si * Si. 0 
From this theorem and Lemma 3 we immediately have 
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Corollary 8. If(A, *, {-, -}) is ajnite-dimensional non-commutative Poisson algebra 
with {-, -)-simple, then the associative product * is trivial, that is, A *A = 0. 
3. Non-commutative Poisson algebra structures on reductive Lie algebras 
In this section we shall investigate the structures of finite-dimensional non-commutative 
Poisson algebra (A, *, { -, -}) with { -, -}-reductive. Thus we write 
A= @SA @R 
( 1 &A 
a direct sum of {-, -}-simple Lie algebra SA and the center R of the {-, -}-Lie 
algebra A. We denote by J(A) the Jacobson radical of the *-associative algebra A; 
thus J(A) is the maximal nilpotent *-ideal of A. Since J(A) is invariant under all 
*-automorphisms of A, so is under all *-derivations of A (cf. [lo, Corollary 13.21). 
In particular, J(A) is a { -, -}-ideal of A. Hence, we may write J(A) = (ejEJ Sj) @ 
R’ (J C A, R’ c R). 
Let I = A\J and B = (&, S;)@R. By Wedderburn-Malcev Principal Theorem [ 11, 
Theorem 11.61, there exists a semisimple *-subalgebra C in B such that B = J(B) + C. 
Since J(A) is a nilpotent *-ideal of A and A = J(A) + B, J(A) + J(B) is a nilpotent 
*-ideal of A. Hence, J(B) &J(A), and then J(B) cJ(A) fl B = R’. On the other hand, 
R’ is a nilpotent *-ideal of B. Thus R’ LJ(B). Therefore J(B) = R’. We have the 
following description of A: 
A= @Sj @J(B)@C, 
( ) .icJ 
here we recall J(A) = (ejGJ Sj) @J(B), B = (@;,, S;) $ R = J(B) + C, J(B) c R 
and C is *-semisimple. We shall investigate the *-products of these subspaces of A 
step by step. 
(1) (@,, &) * J(A) = J(A) * (&S;) = 0: For each i, {S;,J(A)} = 0 implies 
Si * J(A) = {S;, S; * J(A)} C 5’; n J(A) = 0. 
We decompose C into C = Cl $ . . . @ C,. of a direct sum of simple *-algebras C; 
with the unity element lc,. Put D; = [C;, C;]*, thus D; is [-, -I*-simple, Ci = klcz @D; 
and Ci = D; * D;. By Theorem 7, there exist ~1,. . . , p,. E k such that 
B/J(B) = Cc,, *, L-9 -I;, ) x . . . x C-6 *, 1-2 -l;r 1, 
where G = (Ci + J(B))/J(B). 
(2) If p; = 0 then C; C_ R, and if p; # 0 then D; = S, for some q E I: The 
-- 
space Ci + J(B) is obviously a { -, -}-ideal of B. Let pi = 0. Then {Ci, Ci} = 0, SO 
{Ci, Ci} GJ(B). If C;+J(B) contains S, for some q E I, then S, = {S,,S,} cJ(B) c R, -- 
a contradiction. Hence Ci + J(B) c R, and SO Ci 2 R. Let p; # 0, thus {Ci, Ci} = -- -- 
pi[C;, Ci]* = [Ci, Ci]*. Hence {Ci,Ci} + J(B) = [C;, C;]* + J(B). Take a S, with 
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Sq C Ci+J(B), thus {Ci, Ci} = Sq. Then Sq+J(B) = Di+J(B). By (l), Di*J(B) C(Sq+ 
J(B)) *J(B) = J(B)*, SO that (Di)” *J(B) s J(B) “’ for any n. Hence (Di>” *J(B) = 0 
for some n. By Ci = Di *Di, we have Ci *J(B) = 0. Similarly J(B) * Ci = 0. Therefore 
{A,Di} = {A, [Ci, Ci]*} g[{A, Ci}, Ci]* C[Ci + J(B), Ci]* = Di, this shows that Di is 
a {-, -}-ideal of A. By S, = {S, + J(B), S, + J(B)} = {Di + J(B),Di + J(B)} = 
{Di, Di} C Di, we have S, C Di. With this and S, + J(B) = Di + J(B), we have Di = S,. 
(3) Zf Ci is such pi # 0, then Ci is a non-commutative Poisson ideal of A: We 
have shown in (2) that Ci is a {-, -}-ideal of A. Choose q E Z such that Di = S, as 
in(2).ThenCi*J(A)=S,*S,*J(A)=Oby(1).SimilarlyJ(A)*Ci=0. 
We now go into the structures of J(B). 
(4) Sj * Sjl = Sj * J(B) = J(B) * S‘ = 0 for j, j’ E J and j # j’: We have 
Sj * Sy = {Sj,Sj * SjJ} = {Sjt,Sj * Sjl} ZSj n Sj/ = 0. Since Sj *J(B) is a {-,-}- 
ideal of A and Sj * J(B) 2 Sj, Sj * J(B) is possibly 0 or Sj. If Sj * J(B) = Sj, then 
Sj *J(B)” = Sj for any n, a contradiction. 
(5) The *-subalgebra generated by Sj is a basic nilpotent algebra N(Sj,zj) for 
some zj E J(B); furthermore this zj satis$es zj *J(A) = J(A) * zj = 0: This follows 
from Corollary 5 for Sj + J(B). 
We finally investigate the x-products of Sj (j E J) and C, with p4 = 0. 
(6) Every element of C, acts on Sj by scalar: Take any element c E C,. Since 
Sj * c is a { -, -}-ideal of Sj, Sj * c = 0 or Sj. If c is nilpotent, then Sj * C” = 0 for 
some n, so that Sj * c = 0. Considering C, = M,(k) for some n, we decompose c 
to the Jardan-Chevalley decomposition c = c, + c,, of the semisimple part c, and the 
nilpotent part c,. Then we write c, = Cy=, iliei (Li E k,ei is an idempotent element). 
By Sj * c,, = 0, we have x * c = x * C, for any x E Sj. Since x * f?i = x for any 
x E Sj or x * c = 0 for any x E Sj, we have x * c = (C,,, a,)x for any x, here 
Mj = {i [Sj *ei #O}. 
Summing up our claims (l)-(6), we have the following structure theorem. 
Theorem 9. Any non-commutative Poisson algebra whose Lie structure is reductive 
is a direct sum of standard ones and some extensions of basic nilpotent algebras. 
Precisely, let (A, *, { -, -}) be a finite-dimensional non-commutative Poisson algebra 
with {-,-)-reductive over k. Then A is a direct sum (as non-commutative Poisson 
algebra) of standard ones ((M,,(k);, [-, -1;) with the usual product . of the matrices, 
n 2 2 and p # 0), and the non-commutative Poisson algebras (B,*, {-, -}) of the 
following structures. B is decomposed into B = (ejGJSj) @ N @ C of {-, -}- 
simple algebras Sj (j E J), a nilpotent *-algebra N and a simple *-subalgebra C 
satisfying 
(1) J(B) = (ejEJ Sj) @N, the center of the {-, -}-Lie algebra B is N @ C, 
(2) Sj * Sjl = S’ * N = N * Sj = 0 for j, j’ E J, j # j', 
(3) the *-subalgebra generated by Sj forms a basic nilpotent algebra N(Sj,zj) for 
some zj E N; further this zj satisjies J(B) * zj = zj *J(B) = 0, 
(4) the right and left *-actions of any element c of C on Si is scalar. 
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